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Herge's Tintin adventures have been translated into more than 50 languages and
read by tens of millions. Arguing that their characters are as strong and their plots
as complex as any dreamt up by the great novelists, Tom McCarthy asks a simple
question: is Tintin literature?"

Tintin in the Congo
The classic graphic novel. When Tintin and Captain Haddock happen across a
community of gypsies they invite them home . . . just as Bianca Castafiore, the
famous opera singer, decides to visit Tintin. It's chaos at Marlinspike Hall, and then
a precious emerald goes missing!

The Adventures of Tintin: The Chapter Book
The world’s most famous travelling reporter struggles to keep his feet on the
ground as his adventures take him to the moon! Following on from the events of
Destination Moon, Tintin finds himself in a rocket on a collision course with the
moon. And with Snowy the dog, Captain Haddock, Professor Calculus and the
Thompson twins aboard, things quickly spiral further and further out of control. Join
the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on an extraordinary adventure
spanning historical and political events, and thrilling mysteries. Still selling over
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100,000 copies every year in the UK and having been adapted for the silver screen
by Steven Spielberg and Peter Jackson in 2011. The Adventures of Tintin continue
to charm more than 80 years after they first found their way into publication. Since
then an estimated 230 million copies have been sold, proving that comic books
have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st century as they
did in the early 20th.

Tintin and the Secret of Literature
Presents the author's final, unfinished story, in a book that includes a series of
unpublished documents recently discovered to shed light on the incomplete
conclusion of the story.

The Black Island
Like the Berlin Wall, the seemingly impenetrable colossus of Hollywood, with its
enslaving influence on American culture, will someday come crashing down.
Thankfully, inexpensive technologies, independent distribution methods, and a
rising tide of innovative, Christ-loving visionaries are evidence of unprecedented
opportunities for Christians who are willing to "take every [frame] captive" through
a presuppositionally biblical approach to making films outside the Hollywood
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leviathan. In this groundbreaking book, experienced filmographer and CGI artist
Isaac Botkin prepares Christians for successful Christ-honoring leadership as
writers, directors, and producers. Botkin has worked as both a Hollywood outsider
and an insider (with one of the most famous production houses in the world). In
Outside Hollywood, he smashes the myth of methodological and cultural neutrality
and offers a paradigm for developing a family-friendly approach to this hugely
important field of cultural influence. Readers will benefit from his insights on
proper training and qualifications, courageous script writing, equipment, common
mistakes of new filmmakers, and professional directing.

The Adventures of Tintin: A Novel
The Crab with the Golden Claws
"Author of the critically acclaimed Tintin and the World of Hergé and the last
person to interview Remi, Benoit Peeters tells the complete story behind Hergé's
origins and shows how and why the nom de plume grew into a larger-than-Remi
personality as Tintin's popularity exploded. Drawing on interviews and using
recently uncovered primary sources for the first time, Peeters reveals Remi as a
neurotic man who sought to escape the troubles of his past by allowing Hergé's
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identity to subsume his own. As Tintin adventured, Hergé lived out a romanticized
version of life for Remi."--Jacket.

The Adventures of Tintin Volume 5
The world’s most famous travelling reporter heads for Russia. Accompanied by his
dog Snowy, Tintin leaves Brussels to go undercover in Soviet Russia. His attempts
to research his story are put to the test by the Bolsheviks and Moscow’s secret
police . . . Join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on an
extraordinary adventure spanning historical and political events, and thrilling
mysteries. Still selling over 100,000 copies every year in the UK and having been
adapted for the silver screen by Steven Spielberg and Peter Jackson in 2011. The
Adventures of Tintin continue to charm more than 80 years after they first found
their way into publication. Since then an estimated 230 million copies have been
sold, proving that comic books have the same power to entertain children and
adults in the 21st century as they did in the early 20th. Tintin in the Land of the
Soviets remains the only adventure not to have had its artwork coloured.

Witch Hat Atelier 3
Offering a captivating portrait of a man who revolutionized the art of comics, this is
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the first full biography of Herge available for an English-speaking audience. --from
publisher description.

The Seven Crystal Balls
The world’s most famous travelling reporter is faced with an ancient Inca curse,
which is causing its victims to fall into a life-threatening coma. The tomb of Rascar
Capac has been unearthed! But one by one, the finders fall into a terrifying coma.
Can this be the curse of the Inca gods? Tintin must somehow fathom out the
meaning behind his only clue: the shattered crystal ball lying beside each of the
victims . . . Join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on an
extraordinary adventure spanning historical and political events, and thrilling
mysteries. Still selling over 100,000 copies every year in the UK and having been
adapted for the silver screen by Steven Spielberg and Peter Jackson in 2011. The
Adventures of Tintin continue to charm more than 80 years after they first found
their way into publication. Since then an estimated 230 million copies have been
sold, proving that comic books have the same power to entertain children and
adults in the 21st century as they did in the early 20th.

Tintin and Alph-art
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Tintin sets off across Egypt and India, on the hunt for an Egyptologist and a
mysterious ancient pharaoh. He makes friends with elephants, narrowly avoids
falling victim to the poison of madness and saves a maharajah from a killer tiger.

The Blue Lotus
The world’s most famous travelling reporter solves the mystery of the Black Island.
Wrongly accused of a theft, Tintin is led to set out with Snowy on an adventure to
investigate a gang of forgers. Join the most iconic character in comics as he
embarks on an extraordinary adventure spanning historical and political events,
and thrilling mysteries. Still selling over 100,000 copies every year in the UK and
having been adapted for the silver screen by Steven Spielberg and Peter Jackson in
2011. The Adventures of Tintin continue to charm more than 80 years after they
first found their way into publication. Since then an estimated 230 million copies
have been sold, proving that comic books have the same power to entertain
children and adults in the 21st century as they did in the early 20th.

Tintin and the Lake of Sharks
When Tintin gives Captain Haddock a model ship, the cartoon characters are led
into a strange adventure involving pirates from the reign of Charles II; includes an
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in depth guide to the creation of this Tintin adventure, filled with photos and Tintin
facts.

The Adventures of TinTin
Tintin and his faithful four-legged companion Snowy have set off on an assignment
to Africa. They face witch doctors, hostile tribesmen and wild animals before they
can get their story. Readers of this title are advised that the contents reflect the
colonial attitudes prevalent at the time.

The Tintin Poster Book
After a year of whirlwind romance, Serina and Mizukawa-sempai are celebrating
their first anniversary together! With their second year as boyfriend and girlfriend
underway, Serina's sending signs that she's ready to take their romance to the
next stepbut Sempai wants to meet her family first. Is their first time around the
corner at last? Maybe not if Sempai's little brother has anything to say about it!

Tintin and the Secret of Literature
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Outside Hollywood
An easy-to-read adaptation of the film for younger readers, featuring gorgeous full
colour movie artwork throughout! When Tintin buys a model ship called the
Unicorn, he doesn't realize he's about to become the center of a centuries-old
family feud involving nefarious pirates and treasure! Following clues from the high
seas to the blazing-hot desert, Tintin makes new friends and outwits new enemies
as he uncovers the secret of the Unicorn.

Tintin in the Land of the Soviets
After her adventures fighting the raging magical forest fire, Greta returns to
continue her battle for the justice and protection of all creatures in this new tale.
But first, she must stand up to authorities that she once didn't think she had the
power to overcome and make her own personal stand. Will one person be enough
to overcome one of the darkest powers in her world? Or will Greta be forced into a
war that will decide the fate of everyone?

The Castafiore Emerald
Join the world's most famous travelling reporter in his exciting adventures as he
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braves an ancient Incan curse in the two-part story The Seven Crystal Balls and
Prisoners of the Sun, and investigates espionage in the Middle East in Land of Black
Gold. The Seven Crystal Balls The world's most famous travelling reporter is faced
with an ancient Incan curse, which is causing its victims to fall into a lifethreatening coma. The tomb of Rascar Capac has been unearthed! But one by one,
the finders fall into a terrifying coma. Can this be the curse of the Inca gods? Tintin
must somehow fathom out the meaning behind his only clue: the shattered crystal
ball lying beside each of the victims . . . Prisoners of the Sun When Professor
Calculus is kidnapped, Tintin and a desperate Captain Haddock set off to Peru on a
rescue mission, braving runaway train carriages, yellow fever and avalanches.
Then they must find an ancient Inca tribe if they are to find their great friend. Land
of Black Gold Boom! Doctored petrol is blowing up vehicles all around the country.
Determined to find the culprits, Tintin heads for the Middle East, but he is in for a
nasty shock when he encounters a familiar face in the desert. Join the most iconic
character in comics as he embarks on an extraordinary adventure spanning
historical and political events, and thrilling mysteries. Still selling over 100,000
copies every year in the UK and having been adapted for the silver screen by
Steven Spielberg and Peter Jackson in 2011, The Adventures of Tintin continue to
charm more than 80 years after they first found their way into publication. Since
then an estimated 230 million copies have been sold, proving that comic books
have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st century as they
did in the early 20th.
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The Making of Tintin
The Metamorphoses of Tintin, a pioneering book first published in French in 1984,
offers a complete analysis of Hergé's legendary hero.

Men in Space
Herge: The Man Who Created Tintin
Herg�'s classic comic book creation Tintin is one of the most iconic characters in
children's books. These highly collectible editions of the original 24 adventures will
delight Tintin fans old and new. Perfect for lovers of graphic novels, mysteries and
historical adventures. The world's most famous travelling reporter sets out in
search of Red Rackham's treasure. Determined to find the treasure of the
notorious pirate Red Rackham, Tintin and Captain Haddock set sail aboard the
Sirius to find the shipwreck of the Unicorn. With the help of an ingenious sharkshaped submarine, Tintin follows the clues deep down on this ocean adventure.
The Adventures of Tintin are among the best books for readers aged 8 and up.
Herg� (Georges Remi) was born in Brussels in 1907. Over the course of 54 years
he completed over 20 titles in The Adventures of Tintin series, which is now
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considered to be one of the greatest, if not the greatest, comics series of all time.
Have you collected all 24 graphic novel adventures? Tintin in the Land of the
Soviets Tintin in the Congo Tintin in America Tintin: Cigars of the Pharaoh Tintin:
The Blue Lotus Tintin: The Broken Ear Tintin: The Black Island Tintin: King Ottakar's
Sceptre Tintin: The Crab with the Golden Claws Tintin: The Shooting Star Tintin:
The Secret of the Unicorn Tintin: Red Rackham's Treasure Tintin: The Seven Crystal
Balls Tintin: Prisoners of the Sun Tintin: Land of Black Gold Tintin: Destination Moon
Tintin: Explorers of the Moon Tintin: The Calculus Affair Tintin: The Red Sea Sharks
Tintin in Tibet Tintin: The Castafiore Emerald Tintin: Flight 714 to Sydney The
Adventures of Tintin and the Picaros Tintin and Alph-Art

Cigars of the Pharaoh ; The Blue Lotus
Japanese edition of The Secret of the Unicorn. World famous globe trotting comic
character Tintin is back again in this new full size soft cover book. Capt Haddock
discovers a puzzle from his ancestor, and Tintin helps solve it. This story is source
for Steven Spielberg 2011 movie the Adventures of Tintin, due to be out soon. In
Japanese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.

Hergé, Son of Tintin
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Don't miss this expanded novelization of the action-packed film! Tintin stumbles
across a model ship at the Old Street Market. Only it isn't any model ship--it holds
a piece of the puzzle to finding the resting place of Red Rackham's treasure! But
Tintin isn't the only one after the notorious pirate's booty. With dangerous treasure
seekers at their heels, Tintin and his dog Snowy are on a high-stakes thrill ride that
takes them from land to sea, from open air to the ocean floor!

Cigars of the Pharaoh
Tegneserie. Faraos cigarer: Efter mødet med en ægyptolog, hvirvles Tintin og hans
vakse hund Terry ind i nogle utroligt dramatiske begivenheder, der leder Tintin på
sporet af en international heroinsmuglerbande. Den blå Lotus: Tintin jager
opiumsforbrydere i Shanghai

Tintin in Tibet
The world’s most famous travelling reporter must handle the heat of the Sahara . .
. and the company of a new friend. Faced with a drowned sailor, counterfeit coins
and a ship full of opium, Tintin sets out on another adventure. Aboard the
Karaboudjan Tintin is introduced to Captain Haddock for the first time, and they are
soon both facing a deathly thirst in the Sahara desert. Join the most iconic
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character in comics as he embarks on an extraordinary adventure spanning
historical and political events, and thrilling mysteries. Still selling over 100,000
copies every year in the UK and having been adapted for the silver screen by
Steven Spielberg and Peter Jackson in 2011. The Adventures of Tintin continue to
charm more than 80 years after they first found their way into publication. Since
then an estimated 230 million copies have been sold, proving that comic books
have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st century as they
did in the early 20th.

Greta TinTin And Secret of The Rothschild's Giraffe
The Adventures of Tintin
"Tintin & Co." is the perfect book to celebrate Herge's centenary. Michael Farr has
written numerous books on Tintin and Herge as well as translating several others
into English. His writing style is engaging and easy to read, with several moments
of shared humour as readers will recall their favourite moments from the stories.
Illustrations, facts and Herge's early sketches provide a remarkable insight into the
fictional world of Tintin and into the real world time in which Herge was writing. As
well as covering the main characters - Tintin, Snowy, Captain Haddock, Professor
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Calculus, Thomson and Thompson and Bianca Castafiore - this book also includes
chapters on the Arab princeling Abdullah, chess-loving General Alcazar, the
villainous Doctor Mueller, Tintin's mortal enemy Rastapopoulous, the insurance
salesman Joylon Wagg who is always turning up at unexpected moments and the
orphan Tchang. This title is guaranteed to be a success with fans of the quiffheaded journalist - definitely something to read in front of a warm fire, in a big
comfortable settee.

Tintin
Tintin and the Secret of Literature
"Author of the critically acclaimed Tintin and the World of Hergé and the last
person to interview Remi, Benoit Peeters tells the complete story behind Hergé's
origins and shows how and why the nom de plume grew into a larger-than-Remi
personality as Tintin's popularity exploded. Drawing on interviews and using
recently uncovered primary sources for the first time, Peeters reveals Remi as a
neurotic man who sought to escape the troubles of his past by allowing Hergé's
identity to subsume his own. As Tintin adventured, Hergé lived out a romanticized
version of life for Remi."--Jacket.
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The Secret of the Unicorn (the Adventures of Tintin)
The first novel written by Booker finalist Tom McCarthy—acclaimed author of
Remainder and C—Men in Space is set in a Central Europe rapidly fragmenting
after the fall of communism. It follows an oddball cast—dissolute bohemians,
political refugees, a football referee, a disorientated police agent, and a stranded
astronaut—as they chase a stolen painting from Sofia to Prague and onward.
Planting the themes that McCarthy’s later works develop, here McCarthy questions
the meaning of all kinds of space—physical, political, emotional, and
metaphysical—as reflected in the characters’ various disconnections. What
emerges is a vision of humanity adrift in history, and a world in a state of
disintegration. With an afterword by Simon Critchley, author of The Book of Dead
Philosophers From the Trade Paperback edition.

Explorers on the Moon
A fascinating look at the influences and themes behind Herge's Tintin

The Metamorphoses of Tintin, Or, Tintin for Adults
The world’s most famous travelling reporter searches for the truth behind the theft
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of some priceless works of art. But what does the King Shark have to do with it all?
Tintin and his friends are holidaying in Syldavia with Professor Calculus, who has
invented an amazing new duplicating machine. But a series of strange occurrences
makes Tintin suspicious. Who is the mysterious “King Shark”, and what does he
want with Calculus’ machine? Is there a connection with the recent theft of famous
works of art from the world’s leading museums? Tintin is determined to find out!
Join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on an extraordinary
adventure spanning historical and political events, and thrilling mysteries. Still
selling over 100,000 copies every year in the UK and having been adapted for the
silver screen by Steven Spielberg and Peter Jackson in 2011. The Adventures of
Tintin continue to charm more than 80 years after they first found their way into
publication. Since then an estimated 230 million copies have been sold, proving
that comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st
century as they did in the early 20th.

Tintin - Tintin Co
Join the world’s most famous travelling reporter in the complete guide to the world
of Tintin. Lavishly illustrated with photographs, illustrations, sketches and maps,
the Tintin Companion is the ideal gift book for any fan of Herge’s great character.
Written by ace Tintinologist Michael Farr, this book is the complete guide to The
Adventures of Tintin, including fascinating background information on how the
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books were created. Learn how Tintin was based on Herge’s brothe, and Captain
Haddock on himself! With fascinating detail Michael Farr also recounts how real
people came to be immortalised in the Tintin books. Still selling over 100,000
copies every year in the UK and having been adapted for the silver screen by
Steven Spielberg and Peter Jackson in 2011, The Adventures of Tintin continue to
charm more than 80 years after they first found their way into publication. Since
then an estimated 230 million copies of Herge’s works have been sold, proving
that comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st
century as they did in the early 20th.

The Secret of the Unicorn
This new format, crafted specifically for younger readers, features the original
Tintin graphic novel plus brand-new content. Go "behind the scenes" with the true
story about people, places and antiquities that Herge drew from, filled with fun
facts, lots of pictures, and easy-to-read text In this adventure: A sequel to Cigars of
the Pharaoh, Tintin follows a mysterious lead to China on the trail of a smuggling
ring. Will Tintin find the criminal mastermind?

America
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Don't miss this expanded novelization of the action-packed film! Tintin stumbles
across a model ship at the Old Street Market. Only it isn't any model ship--it holds
a piece of the puzzle to finding the resting place of Red Rackham's treasure! But
Tintin isn't the only one after the notorious pirate's booty. With dangerous treasure
seekers at their heels, Tintin and his dog Snowy are on a high-stakes thrill ride that
takes them from land to sea, from open air to the ocean floor!

Hergé, Son of Tintin
William Marston was an unusual man—a psychologist, a soft-porn pulp novelist,
more than a bit of a carny, and the (self-declared) inventor of the lie detector. He
was also the creator of Wonder Woman, the comic that he used to express two of
his greatest passions: feminism and women in bondage. Comics expert Noah
Berlatsky takes us on a wild ride through the Wonder Woman comics of the 1940s,
vividly illustrating how Marston’s many quirks and contradictions, along with the
odd disproportionate composition created by illustrator Harry Peter, produced a
comic that was radically ahead of its time in terms of its bold presentation of
female power and sexuality. Himself a committed polyamorist, Marston created a
universe that was friendly to queer sexualities and lifestyles, from kink to
lesbianism to cross-dressing. Written with a deep affection for the fantastically
pulpy elements of the early Wonder Woman comics, from invisible jets to giant
multi-lunged space kangaroos, the book also reveals how the comic addressed
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serious, even taboo issues like rape and incest. Wonder Woman: Bondage and
Feminism in the Marston/Peter Comics 1941-1948 reveals how illustrator and writer
came together to create a unique, visionary work of art, filled with bizarre
ambition, revolutionary fervor, and love, far different from the action hero symbol
of the feminist movement many of us recall from television.

THE ADVENTURES OF TINTIN: Tintin in Tibet
Is Tintin literature? asks Tom McCarthy in this study of one of the greatest comics
of the 20th century. He embarks on an adventure in deconstruction and discovery bringing on board the readers themselves as well as such writers and philosophies
as Balzac, Barthes, Bataille, and Derrida - aimed at determining Tintin's cultural
status. Invigorating both subject and method with a brio so relentless it is almost
disturbing, McCarthy unpacks Tintin while offering a tour de force of literary theory.
Playful, provocative, puckish, at times even rather racy, this irresistibly clever,
tightly constructed book shows how the themes Tintin generates are in fact the
very same that have fueled and troubled writers from the classical era to the
present day.

Wonder Woman
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Adventures of Tintin
The world’s most famous travelling reporter is devastated at the death of a dear
friend. But what if all is not as it seems? Could Chang still be alive? Tintin’s friend
Chang has been killed in a terrible plane crash and Tintin is distraught. But after a
strange dream, Tintin becomes convinced Chang is alive. Together with Captain
Haddock, he sets out on an impossible mission, an adventure deep into the
mountains, through blizzards and caves of ice. They must find Chang at all costs!
Join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on an extraordinary
adventure spanning historical and political events, and thrilling mysteries. Still
selling over 100,000 copies every year in the UK and having been adapted for the
silver screen by Steven Spielberg and Peter Jackson in 2011. The Adventures of
Tintin continue to charm more than 80 years after they first found their way into
publication. Since then an estimated 230 million copies have been sold, proving
that comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st
century as they did in the early 20th.
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